
GALESS sustainable profile, Premium Green Logo 

A Solid statement that represents the School's commitment to Sustainability. 

 

 

GALESS Premium Green GGS Logo:  

 

 

 

As schools develop in their sustainable journey, they will grow from occasional 
attention to environmental issues in their day-to-day school life, in their 
curriculum development and projects, and in their community relations, to a 
profile that will be recognized as the schools ’ blueprint for sustainability, a 
marker for the schools’ sustainable profile.     

We ask you to write down a GALESS blueprint for your School which most 
reflects your local sustainable profile. And your blueprint will be “green” of 
course! A (G)aless (G)reen (S)chool logo (GGS) will be connected to your 
sustainable profile. We would like you to use not more than 150-250 words.  

• It should be memorable and familiar to everyone in the school , using a 
key sentence, to summarize a particular direction/ attention. 

• There should be at least one reference to one of the five domain 
attention areas of the GALESS concept (Medi Call, Energy Transition, 
Life Sources, Empty Pocket or Colors Included)  

• Any format is a good format, a GGS can grow with a small initiative in 
the school and evolve, and gain broader meaning and supported by 
experiences in time.   

• It is crucial that pupils play a key role in the development of the GGS, as 
this will give them a greater sense of responsibility towards the values 
GGS represents. 

• The content of GGS should be reviewed on a two-year basis to ensure 
that it continues to reflect the school's ecological and environmental 
aims and targets. 

• A GGS will mention the name of the representing person, group or 
section/cluster connected to your school to share future discussions 
with anyone who’s interested and will be signed by the school ’s 
direction or leadership) team / director/head as well. 



• Your GGS status & document will be published on the GALESS 
website.  

 

Since a GGS status is connected to your school, we ask you to produce the text 
in your own language as well as in English language to prepare any further 
publications in the future in local and international arenas. (In some cases, a 
summarized sustainable profile is already represented in the mission of the 
school and can be used accordingly) 

Schools which have organized a GALESS Activity (Conference) before or have a 
status of a planned conference in the GALESS Activity Calendar are marked 
automatically with a GGS logo. We ask them however to produce a GGS 
document as well since sharing ideas in GGS documents are an important part 
of providing inspiration for us all. 
 

 

 

Advantages of having a GGS profile: 

 

- Your GGS gives you a preferred status in subscriptions for GALESS 
conferences. 
 

- GGS Schools will be mentioned in the (year) book or publications of 
GALESS. 
 
 

- Your GGS document/profile will be brought to the attention of the 
GALESS worldwide school network. 
 

- The GGS Premium Green Logo will be published as a marker on your 
school certificates connected to your GGS document/status. 
 
 

- Your GGS status will be visible on the website of GALESS 
(www.galess.org) starting January 15, 2024. Schools which have 
participated in GALESS Activities two or more times will have a portal-
status and will be visible on the GALESS website as well. They will get a 
final status after the production of the GGS document. 

 

Please send your GGS document to info@galess.org.  

http://www.galess.org/
mailto:info@galess.org

